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1. Introduction
As the top quark has the largest coupling to the Higgs boson, and thereby the electroweak
symmetry breaking sector, it might be the most sensitive to influences of new physics. This is
exemplified in several beyond-the-standard-model (BSM) scenarios relevant for baryogenesis [1–
4]. In these cases one expects enhanced deviations from the SM to occur in the interactions of the
top quark and the Higgs boson. These top-Higgs couplings can be probed directly by measurements
of processes involving top quarks at the LHC. Other, ‘indirect’, constraints come from processes
which do not involve the top quark, but to which the top-Higgs couplings can contribute through
loop corrections. As we will discuss, such indirect observables can give rise to complementary
constraints, and, in some cases, are more stringent than the direct limits.
In the following we discuss direct and indirect limits on dimension-six chirality-flipping top-
Higgs interactions within the framework of the standard model effective field theory (SM-EFT). We
do not consider chirality conserving top-Higgs operators, for recent analyses see e.g. [5–7], which
only mix with the top-Higgs couplings at three loops [8–10]. We introduce the chirality-flipping
operators in section 2. An overview of their contributions to direct observabes (such as single-top,
tt¯, and tt¯h production) and indirect collider observables (gg↔ h, h→ γγ) is given in section 3.
Observables in flavor physics (such as B→ Xsγ) and electric dipole moment (EDM) searches are
discussed in sections 4 and 5. We consider the resulting limits, and discuss how these constraints
are affected when all couplings are turned on at the same time, in section 6.
2. Operator structure
Assuming that new physics arises at a scale Λ well above the electroweak scale, Λ v where
v' 246 GeV, BSM effects can be described by higher-dimensional operators in the SM-EFT. Here
we keep only effects linear in v2/Λ2 which can be described by the minimal set of dimension-six
operators that has been derived in [11, 12]. If we further assume that the dominant BSM effects
appear in the chirality-flipping top-Higgs sector, the dimension-six Lagrangian involves five oper-
ators,
Ltop = ∑
α∈{Y,g,γ,Wt,Wb}
Cα Oα +h.c. (2.1)
where Cα = cα + i c˜α are complex couplings. In the unitary gauge and in the quark mass basis the
operators are given by,
Oγ = −eQt2 mt t¯Lσµν (F
µν − tWZµν) tR
(
1+
h
v
)
, (2.2)
Og = −gs2 mt t¯LσµνG
µνtR
(
1+
h
v
)
, (2.3)
OWt = −gmt
[
1√
2
b¯′Lσ
µνtRW−µν + t¯Lσ
µνtR
(
1
2cW
Zµν + igW−µ W
+
ν
)](
1+
h
v
)
, (2.4)
OWb= −gmb
[
1√
2
t¯ ′Lσ
µνbRW+µν − b¯Lσ µνbR
(
1
2cW
Zµν + igW−µ W
+
ν
)](
1+
h
v
)
, (2.5)
OY = −mt t¯LtR
(
vh+
3
2
h2 +
1
2
h3
v
)
, (2.6)
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where Fµν , Zµν ,W±µν , and Gaµν are the field strengths of the photon, Z boson, W± boson, and
gluon, while e, g, and gs denote the U(1)EM, SU(2) and SU(3)c gauge couplings, respectively.
Furthermore, h represents the Higgs field, Qt = 2/3, tW = tanθW , cW = cosθW , with θW the
Weinberg angle. Finally, the operators OWt,Wb contain the combinations b′ = Vtbb+Vtss+Vtdd,
and t ′ = V ∗tbt +V
∗
cbc+V
∗
ubu, where Vi j represent the SM CKM elements. These operators, in the
mass basis, can be related to the SU(2)×U(1)Y invariant operators of [11, 12] as discussed in
Refs. [13, 14]. Furthermore, at low energies the first of the above operators can be interpreted as
the electric and magnetic dipole moments of the top quark, (dt = (emtQt)c˜γ and µt = (emtQt)cγ ).
The second is related to the non-abelian gluonic electric and magnetic dipole moments, (d˜t = mt c˜g
and µ˜t = mtcg).
In what follows we will assume that the operators in Eqs. (2.2) - (2.6) capture the dominant
BSM effects, and therefore set all other dimension-six operators to zero at the scale Λ. However,
the renormalization group evolution (RGE), as well as threshold effects, will induce additional
dimension-six operators. As we will see below, these additional operators will lead to stringent
constraints from indirect observables.
3. Collider observables and electroweak precision tests
The operators in Eqs. (2.2) - (2.6) can be probed directly in the production and decay of top
quarks. Of the observables in the former category we consider single top [14], tt¯ [15, 16], and
tt¯h [17, 18] production, while we study the W helicity fractions in t →Wb decays [19]. These
processes receive corrections from the top-Higgs couplings at tree level. In particular, single top
production and the helicity fractions are sensitive to corrections to the Wtb vertex generated by
CWt . Both tt¯ and tt¯h production receive corrections from the gluonic dipole moment, Cg, while the
top Yukawa, CY only affects tt¯h. We summarize which of the observables receive contributions
from the top-Higgs couplings in the left panel of Table 1.
At the one-loop level, theCα couplings can also contribute to processes without a top quark in
the final state. Examples of such indirect observables are electroweak precision tests, namely the
S parameter, and Higgs production and decay signal strengths, in particular, h↔ gg, and h→ γγ .
Both Higgs production and decay channels are induced at loop-level in the SM, such that the loop
generated BSM contributions can be sizable in comparison. These contributions are induced by the
following additional Higgs-gauge operators
Oϕγ = e2FµνFµνϕ†ϕ, OϕG = g2sG
a
µνG
a,µνϕ†ϕ, OϕWB = gg′W IµνB
µνϕ†τ Iϕ (3.1)
where ϕ is the Higgs doublet and Bµν (g′) is the U(1)Y field strength (coupling constant), and
Bµ = cWAµ − sWZµ . The Cγ and Cg couplings induce the Oϕγ and Oϕγ operators through RG
evolution between µ = Λ and µ = mH [8–10], while CY induces both operators through threshold
effects. The additional operator OϕWB is generated byCγ andCWt . In turn, Oϕγ and OϕG contribute
to h→ γγ and h↔ gg, while OϕWB induces the S parameter. These contributions are summarized
in the right panel of Table 1.
As we only consider effects linear in v2/Λ2, we do not take into account contributions that are
quadratic in the top-Higgs couplings. This implies that measurements of cross sections are only
2
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Obs. Cγ Cg CWt CWb CY
t 7 7 X 7 7
tt¯ 7 X 7 7 7
D
ir
ec
t
tt¯h 7 X 7 7 X
t→Wb 7 7 X 7 7
Obs. Cγ Cg CWt CWb CY
gg↔ h 7 OϕG 7 7 OϕG
In
di
re
ct
h→ γγ Oϕγ 7 7 7 Oϕγ
S OϕWB 7 OϕWB 7 7
Table 1: The left and right panels give an overview of the contributions of the top-Higgs couplings to direct
and indirect observables, respectively. A X indicates a direct (tree-level) contribution and 7 a negligible
contribution. The Oi indicate indirect contributions induced through the additional operator Oi defined in
Eq. (3.1).
sensitive to the real parts of Cα . Of the above mentioned observables only the phase δ−, which is
measured in t→Wb decays [20, 21], is sensitive to the imaginary part of CWt .
4. Flavor physics
At scales µ 'mb the top-Higgs couplings give rise to (flavor-changing) interactions that can, in
principle, be probed in multiple flavor observables. Here we focus on the flavor-changing B→ Xsγ
transitions which give rise to the most stringent constraints. We consider the branching ratio and
the CP-asymmetry, both of which are induced by the dipole operators O7 and O8 [22–24],
O7 =
e
16pi2
mbs¯LσµνFµνbR, O8 =− gs16pi2mbs¯Lσ
µνGaµνt
abR, (4.1)
which appear in the Lagrangian, Lb→s = −4VtbV ∗tsGF/
√
2∑i=7,8CiOi. These two operators are
induced through the RG evolution from the scale Λ to the b quark mass scale. All top-Higgs
operators, apart from the top Yukawa CY , contribute to these operators through one-loop diagrams,
although the resulting constraints are most relevant for CWt and CWb. The combination of the
branching ratio and the CP asymmetry then leads to constraints on the real and imaginary parts of
these top-Higgs couplings.
5. Electric dipole moments
EDMs are generated by additional operators that the top-Higgs couplings induce through loop
effects. The set of additional operators that give rise to EDMs at low energies, µ ∼ 2 GeV, is given
by
LEDM = − i2 ∑q=u,d,s,c,b
[
eQqmqC
(q)
γ q¯σµνγ5qFµν +gsmqC
(q)
g q¯σµνγ5taqGaµν
]
+CG˜
gs
3
fabcG˜aµνGbµρG
c,ρ
ν − i2eQemeC
(e)
γ e¯σµνγ5eFµν , (5.1)
where G˜aµν =
1
2εµναβG
aαβ . The operators in the first line are the quark EDMs and quark color-
EDMs and the first term in the second line represents the CP-odd three-gluon operator, all of which
3
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Obs. c˜γ c˜g c˜Wt c˜Wb c˜Y
dThO OϕX˜ ,lequ→ O(e)γ Oγ → OϕX˜ ,lequ→ O(e)γ OϕX˜ ,lequ→ O(e)γ 7 O(e)γ
dn, dHg OϕX˜ ,quqd → O(q)γ,g OG˜ OϕX˜ ,quqd → O(q)γ,g O(b)g → OG˜ O(q)γ,g, OG˜
Table 2: The Table gives an overview of the contributions of the top-Higgs couplings to EDMs. 7 indicates a
negligible contribution. The other entries illustrate the mechanism through which the dominant contributions
arise and the additional operators (defined in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2)) that are induced in the process.
induce the EDMs of nucleons and nuclei. These EDMs can be calculated by first performing
the nonperturbative matching to an extension of chiral perturbation theory that incorporates CPV
hadronic interactions [25,26]. The EDMs of the nucleons, dn and dp, can then be expressed in terms
of these CPV hadronic interactions, while for nuclear systems, such as 199Hg, nuclear-structure
calculations are required to do so. Both the matching to chiral effective theory and the nuclear
calculations involve significant uncertainties. The theoretical errors are under control in the case of
the contributions of the quark EDMs to dn,p, due to lattice calculations with O(15%) uncertainties
[27–29], while calculations for the color-EDMs are underway [30, 31]. Moving on from the quark
EDMs, other uncertainties range from O(50%), for the contributions of the color-EDMs to dn,p,
to over 100% with an unknown sign, in case of the dependence of dHg on the CPV pion-nucleon
couplings. In contrast, the measurement of the ThO molecule, dThO, has a rather clean theoretical
interpretation in terms of the electron EDM (last operator in Eq. (5.1)). For reviews of these issues
see e.g. [32, 33]. Here we will employ the EDM measurements of the neutron, ThO, and mercury
[34–36]. We briefly comment on the impact of theory errors in section 6, see [14, 37] for details.
To generate dn, dThO and dHg one first has to induce the operators in Eq. (5.1). CY generates
all operators through two-loop Barr-Zee diagrams [38, 39], while Cg (CWb) does so at the one
(two) loop level by inducing the OG˜ operator. The operators Oγ,Wt can also induce EDMs at one
loop, however, such contributions are generated through a W loop which involves a small factor of
|Vub|2. In addition, these diagrams only generate the quark (color-)EDMs and do not induce the,
experimentally more stringently constrained, electron EDM. As a result, a two-loop mechanism
gives rise to limits on Oγ,Wt which are stronger by roughly three orders of magnitude [13, 14]. In
this mechanism, one-loop RG evolution first induces additional operators, which are not present in
Eq. (5.1), namely,
L ′EDM = ϕ
†
[
CϕB˜g
′2Bµν B˜µν +CϕW˜g
2W I µνW˜ Iµν +CϕW˜Bgg
′Bµντ ·W˜µν +CϕG˜g2sGaµνG˜aµν
]
ϕ
+Clequ(l¯ILσ
µνeR)εIJ(q¯JLσµνuR)
+C(1)quqd(q¯
I
Lσ
µνuR)εIJ(q¯JLσµνdR)+C
(8)
quqd(q¯
I
Lσ
µνtauR)εIJ(q¯JLσµνt
adR). (5.2)
In the second step a subset of the above operators, CϕW˜B,ϕW˜ ,ϕB˜,lequ, generates the electron EDM
through an additional loop. In similar fashion, CϕG˜ and C
(1,8)
quqd generate the quark (color-)EDMs
and thereby hadronic EDMs. Since all of the operators in Eq. (5.2) are induced by Oγ,Wt , the
stronger experimental limit on the electron EDM gives the most stringent bounds on these top-
Higgs couplings. The contributions of all top-Higgs couplings, and the mechanisms by which they
do so, are summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 1: The solid bars in the left panel show the constraints on each operator,Cα , after marginalizing over
the other operators. The dashed bars give the limits assuming only one operator is present. The limits are
naively translated to a scale of new physics by using Cα = v2/Λ2. The right panel shows the limits in the
v2 c˜γ − v2 c˜Wt plane after marginalizing over the other couplings.
6. Discussion
We summarize the constraints that result from the above outlined analysis in Fig. 1. Here the
top and bottom panels on the left show the limits on the real and imaginary parts, respectively.
The dashed bars indicate the bounds in the scenario that a single top-Higgs coupling is turned on
at the high scale. One can see that the limits on the imaginary parts are generally stronger than
those on the real parts (note the different scales in Fig. 1). In this scenario the limits on the real
part of CWb comes from B→ Xsγ , while the limits on Cγ , Cg, and CY arise mainly from the indirect
collider observables h→ γγ and gg↔ h. The bound on the real part of CWt is dominated by the
direct observables in t →Wb. The limits on all imaginary parts are dominated by EDMs, Cγ,Wt,Y
are stringently constrained by dThO while the stronger constraints on Cg,Wb come from dn and dHg.
The constraints resulting from dThO are hardly affected by the theory uncertainties mentioned in
section 5, while those from dn and dHg weaken significantly. The limit onCg (CWb) is weakened by
two (one) order of magnitude if one uses the ‘Rfit’ approach [40] for these uncertainties.
The solid bars in Fig. 1 give the limits in the scenario when all five operators are present at
the scale Λ. As can be seen from the left panel, the real parts are mildly affected, while the limits
on the imaginary parts are drastically weakened. This is due to significant cancellations between
different contributions to the EDMs. As an example of this we show the c˜γ − c˜Wt plane in the right
panel of Fig. 1. Here the ThO measurement limits the couplings to the diagonal band. However,
this indirect observable alone allows for a free direction, which is only ruled out by direct probes
(the helicity fractions). This further motivates collider observables which are directly sensitive to
CP violation such as the ones proposed in [41–43].
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